LOCAL UNION BUSINESS MANAGERS’
ROAD MAP TO MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS

Why maintenance agreements?
When construction of a new industrial plant is complete, construction
workers move on to the next project. But operating plants still require
their services—skilled workers are essential for routine maintenance and
plant upgrades.
Before the middle of the last century, such
maintenance jobs in Canada typically went to nonbuilding trades workers. That started to change in
1952 when 13 international construction unions
formed an alliance—the General Presidents’
Maintenance Committee/National Maintenance
Council for Canada (GPMC/NMC)—to pursue
maintenance jobs on behalf of their unions.
Today, GPMC/NMC agreements provide secure fulltime employment for more than 14,000 skilled
tradespeople and are worth $1.5 billion in wages and

benefits each year. The organization works with more
than 120 employers and has agreements in eight out of
10 Canadian provinces.
GPMC/NMC maintenance agreements are all about
creating employment opportunities for building
trades union members. The agreements give members
employment alternatives during seasonal and cyclical
slowdowns in construction. They also provide secure,
long-term job opportunities for skilled construction
workers who want to build stable careers in fixed
locations.

GPMC/NMC maintenance agreements are
all about creating employment opportunities
for building trades union members.

Leaders in unionized maintenance

Types of maintenance agreements
The GPMC/NMC delivers two types of stand-alone
maintenance agreements.
The General Presidents’ Maintenance Agreement
(GPMA) (Administered by the GPMC)
Tailored for situations in which a single contractor
provides full or supplemental maintenance services
at an industrial site for one year or more, the GPMA
provides a multi-trade agreement covering between
three and 13 trades, depending on the needs of the
contractor and owner.

The National Maintenance Agreement (NMA)
(Administered by the NMC)
Designed for situations in which two or more
contractors provide short-term or intermittent
maintenance, such as seasonal shutdowns of
industrial facilities, the NMA provides a multi-trade
collective agreement for companies employing from
one to 13 trades.

GPMA/NMA: DIFFERENCES AT A GLANCE
General Presidents’ Maintenance Agreement

National Maintenance Agreement

Single contractor setting

Multi-contractor setting

Ongoing supplemental or full maintenance

Intermittent or short duration work

Multi-trade employers

Multi- or single-trade employers

Minimum 3–4 trades

Minimum 1 trade

Awarded for work 1 year or more in duration

Awarded for work with no minimum duration

Maintenance agreement basics
The GPMA and NMA are stand-alone agreements.
They establish rates and conditions that are
appropriate for maintenance work—the terms and
conditions are not the same as those found in local
union construction agreements.
The terms and conditions of maintenance agreements
may include the following:
All trades work under the same multi-craft agreement.
Working conditions are uniform.
There is a single labour relations system.
All tradespeople work a 40-hour workweek.
Foreman ratios are not specified.
	Travel and subsistence allowances for long-term
jobs are not usually included.
	Base rate reductions may be negotiated depending
on the market.

	The agreements may be tailored in other ways to
meet individual site needs.
The agreements include a no-strike, no-lockout clause.
	Project owners often ensure that maintenance
agreements are used for all maintenance work; in
some cases, owners specify the use of maintenance
agreements in bid documents.
Differences between the agreements
The GPMA and NMA serve different markets and
clients who have different contracting strategies for
meeting their maintenance needs. Some project
owners contract with a single company to provide
all of their maintenance needs, while others use two
or more contractors for ongoing or supplemental
maintenance. In either case, unionized maintenance
people employed by contractors may work side-by-side
with in-house maintenance personnel, who may or
may not be unionized.

Shift arrangements vary from site to site.

The GPMA and NMA are stand-alone agreements—the terms and conditions are not the same as
those found in agreements for single trades.

How maintenance agreements
are awarded

How maintenance agreements
are administered

The General Presidents’ Maintenance Agreement is
designed for situations in which a single contractor
provides maintenance for one project or one owner
with a number of projects.

Responsibility for administering GPMA and NMA
agreements is divided between the GPMC/NMC,
international union representatives and local union
business managers as follows.

To be awarded a GPMA, a union contractor must:

GPMC/NMC’s responsibilities

	Demonstrate that it holds a commercial contract
for supplementary maintenance for a minimum of
one year

The GPMC/NMC is the administrative body that
oversees the alliance’s operations and develops
maintenance employment opportunities in Canada.
The GPMC/NMC’s responsibilities include:

	Employ a minimum of three or four trades on an
ongoing basis

	Assessing new contractors and establishing new
agreements

	Agree that any additional trades needed for the
maintenance contract will be hired under the GPMA

	Working with clients to interpret and administer the
terms and conditions of the agreements

	Agree that any subcontractors it engages will abide
by the terms of the agreement

	Reviewing agreement operations and informing
clients and unions about the interpretation and
application of terms and conditions

Apply to the GPMC

Recent examples of new GPMAs include the Project
Agreement covering Suncor Inc., which was recently
amended to include the Firebag In-situ Site, the Nexen
Long Lake Complex, and PTI Camp Installations Ltd
in the Fort McMurray area of Alberta.
The National Maintenance Agreement is designed for
situations in which one or more contractors provide
short-term or intermittent maintenance on a project.
For an NMA to be awarded:
	A project owner, contractor or union local must
request that the National Maintenance Council
investigate a project to determine whether an NMA
would be appropriate.
	The NMC will meet with the local unions and
employers involved to determine whether the
establishment of such an agreement would preserve
or promote work at the location.
	If the parties are on board, the Council establishes
an agreement for the project or adds the project to
an existing agreement in the area.

	Preparing and distributing collective agreements
for signing
Conducting Step IV hearings in the grievance process
Assisting participating unions

International unions’ responsibilities
The international unions hold the bargaining rights
for the 13 trade unions that make up the GPMC/NMC.
Union responsibilities include:
	Participating on the General Presidents’
Maintenance Committee
Negotiating and signing maintenance agreements
	Providing resources and assistance to union locals
responsible for administering the agreements

2. M
 aintaining relationships with contractors and
project owners

Maintenance agreements provide unionized
tradespeople with employment opportunities. Good
relationships with contractors and project owners
are key to signing new maintenance agreements and
renewing existing ones.
Business managers play a central role in maintaining
good relationships by:
Dispatching the best tradespeople for the job

Local union business managers’ responsibilities
1. Providing day-to-day administration

Local union business managers administer
the agreements on a day-to-day basis. Their
responsibilities include:
Dispatching tradespeople to worksites
Appointing job stewards
Participating in the bargaining process

Resolving issues before they fester
	Maintaining regular contact with site supervisors
and labour relations people
Networking with union representatives and contractors
	Getting to know the customers and finding out
about their labour requirements in order to provide
them with the maximum number of unionized
tradespeople

	Managing Step I and II of the grievance process,
ensuring that the process is complete and fully
recorded:
• Fully investigate the complaint and take notes:
		 – Speak to the employee
		 – Speak to the job steward
		 – Speak to the foreman

Good relationships are key to signing new
maintenance agreements and renewing
existing ones that expand employment
opportunities for union members.

		 – Speak to the company site supervisor
• G
 et advice from international union or GPMC
representatives
• If the grievance is legitimate, put it in writing
(grievance forms are available on the GPMC website)
• I nitiate the paperwork on a timely basis:
grievances must be raised with the employer
within the time limits outlined in the respective
agreement
• T
 ry to fairly settle the issue: contact the site
superintendent, let him/her know abut the issue
and explain the proposal for a settlement
• I f the grievance cannot be settled, refer the case
to the international representative or delegate on
the GPMC

3. Keeping members informed

The GPMC/NMC and the international unions do not
communicate directly with local union members. The
GPMC/NMC provides business managers with regular
updates and bulletins about changes to agreements,
shift alterations, special workweek arrangements
and so on. It is the business manager’s responsibility
to keep the membership informed about these
developments.

4. Supporting industry enhancement programs

The GPMC/NMC supports a range of programs
designed to enhance union participation in the
maintenance industry and promote excellence in the
construction trades.
Union business managers are responsible for
informing union members about these programs and
providing application forms and assistance to any
members interested in participating.
The Robert J. Watson National Bursary Program
www.gpmccanada.com/formslibrary_
nationalbursary.php
This program awards 88 bursaries of $500 for postsecondary studies annually to children of union
members whose local union is party to the GPMA
or NMA. The program is named in honour of the
longtime GPMC chairman, who was instrumental
in developing the unionized contract maintenance
industry in Canada.
Saskatchewan Bereavement Benefit
This benefit is available to employees of Jacobs
Industrial Services Ltd. working under the GPMA
on sites in Saskatchewan. The program reimburses
employees who take time off to attend funerals of close
relatives. Eligible employees—those who have worked

for more than 1,000 hours—may receive up to $700
to cover lost income and expenses incurred during a
three-day absence.
Alberta Bereavement Protocol
This benefit is available to unionized employees
working under the GPMA for a number of Alberta
contractors. The program reimburses employees who
take time off to attend funerals of close relatives.
Eligible employees—those who have worked for a
minimum of three years—may receive compensation
at local or provincial subsistence rates for lost income
incurred during a three-day absence.
Saskatchewan First Nations Protocol
Saskatchewan Building & Trades:
www.saskbuildingtrades.com
The GPMC/NMC is helping increase First Nations
participation in the construction trades in
Saskatchewan through a partnership with the
Saskatchewan Provincial Building and Construction
Trades Council (SPBCTC), Jacobs Industrial Services
Ltd. and the File Hills Qu’Appelle Tribal Council.
The four organizations have agreed to work together
to train and employ tradespeople from the 11 First
Nations represented by the Council.

Alberta Apprenticeship Scholarships
www.tradesecrets.gov.ab.ca
Young Albertans interested in apprenticeship
training for any trade are eligible to apply for $1000
annual scholarships available through the Alberta
Apprenticeship and Industry Training Board (AIT).
The GPMC/NMC supported the scholarship program
with a contribution of $20,000 providing for two
annual scholarships in perpetuity.

temporary foreign workers for major maintenance
shutdowns in the province of Alberta. The
organization has developed a unique arrangement with
Human Resources and Skills Development Canada
(HRSDC) that allows temporary foreign workers
to work at more than one worksite and for several
employers without leaving the country and
re-applying. The GPMC/NMC plays a key role on the
Board of ACTIMS.

Alberta Council of Turnaround Industry
Maintenance Stakeholders (ACTIMS)
www.actims.ca

For more information, contact:

ACTIMS is a partnership of owners, contractors,
local construction unions and the GPMC/NMC whose
goal is to ensure that turnarounds are fully staffed
with skilled, experienced workers. The organization
promotes apprenticeship and certification in the
construction trades and recruits both Canadian and

	
Charmaine Symmers, Executive Assistant:
csymmers@gpmccanada.com

	
Brett McKenzie, Executive Director:
bmckenzie@gpmccanada.com

	
Michael Malles, Labour Relations Representative:
mmalles@gpmccanada.com
Or call the main office line at (519) 744-4762.

General Presidents’ Maintenance Committee for Canada/
National Maintenance Council for Canada (GPMC/NMC)
447 Frederick Street, Suite 100, Kitchener, Ontario N2H 2P4
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